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TASK 2
PUBLIC GOODS AND SERVICWEoSrksheet

Focus: Economics

YOU WILL:
 investigate goods and services provided by governments in
your local area
 distinguish between public goods and public sector goods
 use examples of public goods in your local area to explain
how the characteristics of public goods apply
 explain how the free-rider problem applies to public goods
in your local area
 explain why governments intervene in the market to provide
goods and services

YOU WILL NEED:
 Fact sheet: How is tax revenue spent?
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Identify as many goods and services that governments provide in your local area. Categorise these as either public goods or
public sector goods.
Using examples from your local community, describe the characteristics of a public good. Explain how these characteristics lead
to the free rider problem.
Explain why the public sector goods and services you identified in your local area are excludable (for example, people pay to use
public transport).
Explain why governments provide public goods and public sector goods and services.
Develop an evidence-based conclusion on why government spending benefits the community.
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